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The problem of scattering of a plane elastic wave by a rigid circular cylin- 
drical-inclusion imbedded in a random medium is analyzed on the assumptions 
that the medium differs slightly from a homogeneous medium, is independent 
of axial space variable and is statistically homogeneous and isotropic in other 
space variables. By perturbation method, equations satisfied by the mean wave 
potentials in the exterior of a thin boundary layer wrapping around the inclusion 
are derived which are correct through terms of order er, where E measures the 
randomness of medium. These equations are the same equations satisfied by 
the wave potentials when E = 0, except the original propagation constants 
being replaced by their corresponding effective propagation constants. This 
enables one to treat random problems as deterministic ones of which solutions 
are usually known. Once the mean wave potentials are found, the mean displace- 
ment vector can be calculated in the usual manner. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Interest in elastic wave propagation has grown considerably in recent years. 
Aside from the fact that this subject is challenging and intriguing, there are 
many practical reasons for its expansion. It is known that the study of elastic 
wave propagation from the deterministic point of view has been very exten- 
sive and an excellent survey in this particular area has been given by Miklo- 
witz [l]. However, many of the engineering problems involving elastic wave 
propagation just cannot be solved simply by the deterministic approach. 
In general, there are two reasons for this. First, if one wishes to consider the 
case in which the elastic medium is not known precisely, but in which the 
probability that the medium is any one of the family of media is known, then 
* This work was supported by Grant No. GK 2756 of the National Science Founda- 
tion. 
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one can determine the probability that the wave motion is any one of the 
associated family of wave motions and hence the mean wave motion, its 
other statistics, etc. This statistical information then can be utilized for 
estimating what is most likely to be the wave motion. Secondly, if one wishes 
to consider the case in which the known medium is very complex (subjected 
to thermal fluctuation, humidity, internal motion, noise, etc.) and the deter- 
mination of the associated wave motion is impractical, one can choose a 
random medium in which certain statistical properties of wave motion may 
be closely related to the actual properties of the wave motion. 
Despite the increasing importance of studying the propagation of elastic 
wave in random media, very little research has been done in this particular 
area. The few existing works are those of Karal and Keller [2], and Knopoff 
and Hudson [3]. By employing perturbation techniques, both of them have 
studied the propagation of elastic waves in random media of infinite extent 
which differ slightly from the homogeneous media. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the scattering of elastic waves by 
deterministic objects imbedded in random media. For simplicity, only the 
scattering of a plane elastic wave by a rigid circular cylindrical-inclusion 
imbedded in a random medium is analyzed on the assumptions that the 
medium differs slightly from a homogeneous medium, is independent of 
axial space variable and is statistically homogeneous and isotropic in planes 
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. By utilizing the perturbation techni- 
que which has been used by Chen [4], [5] in his investigations of scattering 
of scalar waves (acoustic waves and quantum-mechanical waves) by deter- 
ministic objects imbedded in random media, expressions of the averaged 
(mean) wave potential functions are obtained in terms of the statistics of the 
medium and they are correct through terms of order l 2 where E measures the 
randomness of the medium. These expressions suit well for the purpose of 
numerical computation, but they fail to give the underlying physics of the 
problem. Fortunately, equations satisfied by the mean wave potentials in the 
exterior of a thin boundary layer wrapping around the cylindrical-inclusion 
are deduced which are correct through terms of order l 2. These equations are 
the same equations satisfied by the wave potentials when c = 0 except the 
original propagation constants being replaced by their corresponding effective 
propagation constants. The real and imaginary parts of the effective propaga- 
tion constants are larger than their corresponding parts of the original 
propagation constants. Hence the effective phase velocities and the effective 
attenuation of the mean wave potentials are decreased and increased respect- 
ively by the randomness of the medium. The most intriguing feature of this 
technique is that it enables one to treat the random problem as a deterministic 
one of which solution is usually known. Then the mean displacement vector 
can be calculated from the mean wave potentials in the usual manner. 
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2. STOCHASTIC LINEAR EQUATIONS 
The stochastic linear equation 
is a family of linear equations depending upon a parameter 4 with values 
ranging over a space M in which a probability density D(q) is defined. The 
probability density D(q) determines the probability of a given values of q 
and consequently the corresponding linear equation of the family. If for 
each value of q there is determined a unique solution v(q) of the equation, 
then v(q) is a random variable with certain probability density D,(q). The 
mean (or expectation) value of v(q), by definition, is given by 
(v> = j, +d D,(q) 4. (2) 
For small random deviation, L(q) and S(q) can be expanded into power 
series of E, where E is a small parameter measuring the randomness in L(q) 
and S(q). Then Eq. (1) becomes 
[Lo + 4(q) + l 2-G(q)l v = s, + r&(q) + r2S2(q) + O(E3). 
It is reasonable to assume 
(3) 
v(q) = ql + q(q) + E’V2(4) + O(e3), (4) 
with 
L,v, = so . (5) 
If the inverse operator L;l exists, v can be solved formally from Eqs. (3), (4), 
and (5) as 
TJ = v. + EL;‘(s, - L,v,) + E2L;‘(s* - L,v, - L,v,) + O(E3) (6) 
which implies 
t-1 = L,lS, - L,lL,v, . (7) 
Thus, Eq. (6) gives the expression of et in terms of v. as 
v = o. + EL,ys, - Lp,) + EzL;yS2 - L,u, - L,L,lS, $- L,L;lL,ao) 
+ Ok3) 
(8) 
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and its mean value is 
<vi = vug + EL,y(s,) - (LJ Do) + E2LL,l((Se) - (L,) v. - (LIL$sl) 
(9) 
+ GL;‘L,> z’o) + O(E3), 
To obtain the equation satisfied by (v), it is necessary to eliminate v. in (9) 
by deriving the expression of w. in terms of (0) from (9) and substituting it 
back into (9). Hence 
(vi = 210 + EJq((S,) - (L,j (v>) + •2L~1((Ll>L~1(sl) + (SJ 
- (L,L$s,j - (L2) (0) - (L,j L,l(L,> (v) (10) 
+ ~~,-qLl) (v>) + O(E3). 
Finally, by applying Lo to both sides of (IO), the following important equation 
for (v) is obtained, 
[Lo + 41) + E2((L2> + G> La-&:? - c&L;lL,:q (v) 
(11) 
= so + dS1) + l 2(<s2> + <~li-q<Sl> - GL$%) + O(E3). 
This shows a very interesting statistical phenomenon, the coupling between 
the operator and the inhomogeneous terms forming new inhomogeneous 
terms. Upon examining the above derivation, one may wonder why the 
extra effort is spent to derive the equation satisfied by (v) and then solve it, 
while (9) already gives the explicit form of (v). This is because of the complex 
expression of (9) which does not give any physical interpretation to us. On the 
other hand, upon inspecting and solving (1 l), we will have a clearer physical 
understanding of iv). All these will be demonstrated in the next section. 
3. SCATTERING OF A PLANE ELASTIC WAVE BY A RIGID CIRCULAR 
CYLINDRICAL-INCLUSION IMBEDDED IN A RANDOM MEDIUM 
The problem of scattering of a plane elastic wave by rigid circular cylin- 
drical-inclusion of infinite length and of radius a imbedded in a random 
medium is considered here. Let the axis of the cylinder be the z axis of a 
cylindrical coordinate system (r, 8, z) and the direction of incident wave be in 
the direction of 0 = r and normal to z axis, Fig. 1. According to the linear 
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theory of elasticity, the space dependent portion of the displacement vector 
U(r, t, q) = u(r, q) e-“wt satisfies the following equations: 
[X(r, Q) + p(r, q)] D(C * u) + p(r, 4) Vu + Wr9 4) to . U) 
+ Vp(r, 4) x F X 4 
+ 2[Vp(r, q) . V] u + W*ph+, 4) u = 0, 
(12) 
boundary condition 
u(a) == 0, (13) 
- 
- 
- 
+ 
- 
x 
FIG. 1 
and a certain condition (radiation condition) at r -+ CO to insure the unique- 
ness of u, where p is the density of the medium, X and TV are its Lam6 constants, 
and w is the angular frequency of the motion. 
If X(r, q) and p(r, q) are slow varying functions of r such that VA and Vp 
are of order c3, where z is the same small parameter as that of Section 2, 
Eq. (12) can be reduced to 
Nr, 4) + h-, 411 VP - u) + tL(r, q) V*u + w2p(r1 P) u = W3). (14) 
To make the problem simpler, p(r, q), h(r, q), and p(r, q) are assumed to be 
independent of n. Hence, the original problem is reduced to a two-dimen- 
sional problem. In this case, u can be expressed in terms of three wave 
potentials $, v* and ~3, 
u(r, 4) = V&r, 9) + V x (fw2(r, 9)) + es3(r, d, 
where e, is a unit vector in z direction. 
(1% 
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Then the abstract vector defined by 
satisfies approximately 
i V2 + h‘+, 0 4) 
LQ= 0 V2 + k22(r, 4) 
0 k,V, 0 
0 
V2 + 4) 1 
sz = O(2), (17) 
boundary condition 
[BQl,=,= [f v ie2 epjsa=o 
and the appropriate radiation condition at r ---f 00, where 
k,(r 9) = w 21 
p(r, 4) 
h(r, q) + 2k4ry q) 
(18) 
(19) 
and 
k,(r, q) = w 
p(r, 4) 
~ 
dry 4) 
(20) 
are the propagation coefficients for the compression wave and the shear 
wave, respectively. 
For the medium differing slightly from a homogeneous medium, one may 
write 
h(r, 4) = Ml + l h(r9 a)1 (21) 
and 
h(r, 4) = kdl + c72(r, 411, (22) 
where E is a small parameter measuring the deviation of the medium from 
homogeneity. 
Upon comparing (17), (21), and (22) with (3), we obtain 
s = 0, (23) 
L,= 0 
i 
v2 + k:, 0 0 
V2 + kio 0 
0 0 i 
+LB,, 
V2 + k;o 
2kkh@, 4) 0 0 
L, = 0 2kh2(r9 4) 0 
0 0 2%A d 
(24) 
(25) 
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and 
Gh%-, 4) 0 0 
L, = 0 %or122(r, 4) 0 , (26) 
0 0 %?722(r, 4) i 
where LB,, is a symbolic operator representing the effect of the boundary 
conditions on Q. This approach is justified in the theory of partial differential 
equations [6]. Furthermore, LB, is deterministic, because the boundary 
conditions are deterministic. 
If the medium is statistically homogeneous, <Q) and (r/2) are constants 
and correlation functions (Ti(r) yr(r’)j, (Tr(r) qa(r’)) and (r/a(r) r]a(r’)) are 
functions of (r - r’) only [7]. Without loss of generality, (vl) = (v2) = 0 
is assumed. Hence 
and 
(Ll> = 0 
i 
kg7112j 0 0 
(L,) = 0 lq?Jn2> 0 . 
0 0 k;,<~22) j 
From (1 I), it follows that the mean value of Sz satisfies 
[L, + EB((L,:; - <L,LilLlj)] (Q) = O(2). 
Since 
Eq. (29) becomes 
Q = sz, + d-2, + m, + O(G), 
L,Q, + EL,(Qlj + 2(L,(Q2n,) + (La) Q, - (L,L,‘L,) Q,) = O(P). 
Also from (lo), the expression of (L?) is given as 
(Q) = [I + 2L;‘((Lz> - ~<LIL$L,))] Go + O(2). 
(27) 
(28) 
(2% 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
Equation (32) gives us very little physical understanding of the coherent 
wave function (Q) and hence is only good for numerical computation. On 
the other hand, upon inspecting and solving Eq. (31), we have a much clearer 
physical interpretation of (Q). Hence in this paper we shall concentrate our 
effort on (31). 
Since L, is a differential operator, its inverse LO’ may be represented as an 
integral operator 
L,‘F = 
s 
G(r, r’) F(r’) dr’, (33) 
D 
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where D is the region outside of the circle C and G(r, r’) is the Green’s 
matrix satisfying 
G(r, r’) 0 0 
L,G(r, r’) = L, 0 G,(r, r’) 0 
= I S(Y - r’) S(B - e’) 
0 0 G,(r, r’) 
T 
(34; 
boundary condition 
[WI + v Y ezG, + ezG&=a  0 
and radiation condition 
By the techniques of separation of variables and eigenfunction expansions 
[8], the unique solution of (34), (35), and (36) is obtained as the following. 
Gi(r, r’) consists of a part due to the incident wave and a part due to the 
scattered wave and hence can be written as 
Gj(r, r’) = Gjin(r, r’) + G,(r, r’), j = 1, 2, 3, (37) 
where 
Gjin = - + 5 ei’+%;)(kj,r>) Jn(kjor<), j= 1,2,3 (38) 
,z=-cc 
with 
and 
km = km , r> = max(r, r’) and Y< = min(r, r’) 
Gj, = + -f ajnein(e-s”H~)(kjor’) H;)(kjor), j= 1,2,3 (39) 7,=--r 
with 
a 1n - - A, I- klok20a2J,‘(kloa) ff,?‘(k2,p) + ~2Jn(ho~) fJ?)(k204 
(40) 
a en = A, I- klok20a2J,‘(k204 ff,?‘Vw) + n2L(k2,4 K?(b4 
(41) 
- z [Hj’(k20~‘)]-1 Hf’(k,,r’)/ , 
a3n = Jn(k2+4 [ %w)l-’ (42) 
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A,, = [ - k,,,kma2H~‘jk,,a) H;) jk,,a) + n2H;)(k,,,a) H$‘(k,,a)]-‘. (43) 
Application of addition theorem of Bessel functions [9] to (38) yields a some- 
what simpler form for Gjin which is 
Gjin = - $ IIo(l)(kjoZ), j = 1, 2, 3, (44 
where 
z = t.“+ + r’2 - 217’ cos(0 - 0’) = 1 r - r’ 1 . (45) 
If the medium is not only statistically homogeneous but also isotropic, the 
correlation functions, 
Cj(r, r’) = (749 rlj(r’)h j= 1,2,3 (46) 
are functions of 
Z=/r-r’( (I = r’ - r). 
From Eqs. (25), (33), and (46), we obtain J‘ G(r, 4 Cl(Z) vol(r’) dr’ D 
s 
G2(r, r’) C,(Z) vo2(r’) dr’ . (47) 
eD 
G,(r, r’) C,(Z) vo3(r’) dr’ J 
where 
Ijl = - + 
s 
H,‘1’(kJ) C,(Z) y:(f) dr’, j= 1,2,3 
W 
Ij2 = + + J Ht’(kj,Z) C,(Z) va(r’) dr’, 
C 
Ij3 = 
I Gj,(r, r’) C,(Z) v&r’) dr’, D 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
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and W is the whole two-dimensional space, i.e., W = D + C. To evaluate 
lil , we must first perform the integration over the circumference of a circle 
of radius I centered at r by making use of a mean-value theorem [IO], which 
applies to any solution w of the two-dimentional reduced wave equation 
That is, 
(V2 + l-2) v = 0. (52) 
Hence 
& f V(r + 1) ds = J,,(n) V(r). (53) 
Ijl = $ (1,” Ht’(kj,l) J&k& C,(l) 1 dl) vi(r), j = 1, 2, 3. (54) 
In general, Ii2 and Ij3 are very difficult to evaluate, nevertheless some 
general estimate can be made on them. Because HA”(kj&), C,(l) and cpoj(r’) 
are absolutely square integrable functions defined on the circular domain C, by 
virtue of the Schwarz inequality 
For kj,l > 1 and I> a, upon using the asymptotic expansion of HL”(kj&) 
for large kjol and the general asymptotic behavior of the correlation functions 
Cj(/) = O[C&)], Y -+ cc (r - a < 1 < Y + a), we obtain 
Ii2 = O[(kjor)-1’2] O[Cj(r)]. (56) 
In fact, Ijs N 0 for r - a > max LU~ , where cyj is the correlation length of 
C,(l) beyond which the effect of correlation is negligible, i.e., C,(aj) N 0. 
Since the infinite series of Gj, converges uniformly, the orders of summation 
and integration of Ii3 can be interchanged and hence every Ha’(kj,r), 
?I = 0, i 1, & 2 ,..., can be taken outside of integrals. Similarly, by using the 
symptotic expansion of Hf’(kj,r) for kj,,r > 1, we have 
lj3 = O[(kjoT)-1’2]s (57) 
It is interesting to notice that the order of magnitude of Ijs can be controlled 
also by varying a. For kj,a Q I, we can asymptotically expand a,, into power 
series of (kjoa) by using the infinite series definition of Bessel function and 
obtain 
Zj3 = W204zlj j= 1,2 (58) 
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[ 
1 
43 = O log(k,,a) * 1 (59) 
For &,a > 1, since the convergence of the infinite series of Gj, is very slow, 
we have to utilize the well-known Poisson summation formula [l l] to change 
Gj, into a new series representation such that the leading term of the asymp- 
totic expansion of the new series is enough to give an excellent asymptotic 
representation of Gj, . Since only the functional behavior of Gj, with respect 
to Kj,a is of interest, without loss of generality Gjs is assumed to be independ- 
ent of 0’. Now, upon applying Poisson summation formula to (51) and 
evaluating its integrals asymptotically by the saddle point method, we obtain 
the major contribution of Gj, (the reflected waves). Those contributions which 
came from the residue evaluation give the diffracted waves which are asymp- 
totically small in comparison with the reflected waves. This evaluation has 
been done before [12], hence we shall not reproduce it here again. If @a-l) and 
(r’a-l) are being held constant, 
13Jr, r’) = O[(&,a)-l’“], j = 1,2, 3. (60) 
The above discussion can be summarized in the following manner. There 
exists a boundary layer around the scatterer (Fig. 2) such that (52) in the 
exterior of the layer is the solution of equations, 
+ k;,fi,2 0 0 
0 T2 + k;,ff22 0 
0 0 V2 + k&,fi22 j 
(Q) = O(E3), (61) 
[B<a>]T=a = 0 (62) 
and 
where 
n”; = 1 + c2 [($> + 2nikyo j: Ht)(k,Z) Jo(kj,Z) Cj(Zj) E d] , 
j= 1,2. (64) 
This means that in the exterior of the boundary layer, (Q) can be calculated 
from the original deterministic scattering problem (C = 0) by replacing 
kj, with the effective propagation constant kjocj . 
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FIG. 2 
The typical thickness of this boundary layer is usually longer than one 
correlation length and is of order of several correlation lengths. Furthermore, 
the thickness of the boundary layer decreases for both decreasing and increas- 
ing of a in the cases of kj,a < 1 and kj,a > 1, respectively. Since the presence 
of Ija is solely due to the presence of Gj, which in turn is due to the presence of 
the scatterer, then the physical interpretation of the effect of Iis on (52) can 
only be that Ij3 represents the complex effects of interaction between the 
boundary of the scatterer and the surrounding random medium. This 
interaction does indeed die down like O(r-1’2) as r moves away from the 
boundary. 
From (64), cj is obtained as 
/= 
If K,, is a real constant, 
Re(rij) = 1 + c2$ + O(E~) 
1 1, 2. (65) 
(66) 
- O(E3) 
(67) 
The imaginary part of kj& is the attenuation constant of the coherent wave 
potentials and it can be shown as a positive constant from (67). The real part 
of kiofij is inversely proportional to the phase velocity of the coherent wave 
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potentials and it can be shown (Appendix) to be larger than kj, for a class of 
C,(l) with relatively small correlation length. 
These show that the effective attenuations and the effective phase velocities 
of the coherent wave potentials are increased and decreased respectively by 
the randomness of the medium. These are because of the scattering of waves 
by the fluctuation of the medium increasing the distance in which it travels 
from one point to another. 
Once (Q) is found, from (15) the mean displacement vector (u) is obtained 
as 
<u> = v<v’) + v x (eAv2>) + ez(v3i + O(c3). @3) 
Finally, it is believed that the qualitative results of this paper are also true 
for the scattering of elastic waves by a general class of deterministic objects 
imbedded in random media [5]. 
APPENDIX 
To show # > 0, we first estimate the integral, 
< (1;) j”““” (1 - f kfoP) (- 1 log k,d) I dl 
0 
(6% 
+ Xli2) 
40 I 
a 
l,kjoh(4 l dl 
15(lj'j rT, =- - 
32rk;, 
+ X72) 
rrkjO 
J l,kjohV) ldl. 
Next, 4 are estimated for two simple correlation coefficients, h(l). For 
I,$ > (1;) [$ - 2kjoaje-(kj@‘)-L] (71) 
and for 
fj(l) = &le, (72) 
4 > <li2> [$ - (v)“~ k,oaj] * (73) 
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where cq is the correlation length. From (71) and (73), it is obvious that 4 can 
be made positive if 0~~ is made small enough. 
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